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Abstract
Hallandsås Project, carried out by Skanska-Vinci, concerns the construction of
two 8.7 km long railway tunnels in Southern Sweden. These tunnels have been
excavated with the use of Tunnel Borring Machine(TBM). The excavation of the
East Tunnel brought some significant delays due to high discharge water
quantities within a Lya Zone. Therefore, prior to the excavation through the Lya
Zone within the West Tunnel, special pre-treatment was designed to avoid time
and cost consuming grouting works from the TBM. This pre-treatment
concerned long-hole grouting, performed from Cross Tunnels no. 5 and 6,
sealing the rock masses within specified pattern. This dissertation aims
evaluation of two drilling methods used during the pre-treatment works in Lya
Zone: Mudmotor and Wassara Hammer.
The practical experience was gained during training period in the Hallandsås
Project from September 2012 until February 2013. This knowledge was
completed with studies about theoretical applying of the rock drilling methods.
Two parameters were used in order to compare these two rock drilling methods:
drilling time and deviation of the boreholes. Drilling time was presented from two
perspectives. Firstly, the evaluation of the rate of penetration assigned to the
specified sections pointed that Wassara Hammer provides much higher rate
than Mudmotor. Moreover comparison of drilling time within each borehole show
significant increase of drilling speed during Wassara Hammer application. The
rate of performance was calculated to be almost 4 time higher for Wassara.
Deviation was introduced in two different approaches as well. On the one hand,
deviated boreholes were shown within particular sections, significant tendency in
horizontal deviation towards left was shown. Deviation average values have
been decreasing while advancing the steering proccess, however, some
significant correction was observed only in case of horizontal deviation. On
another hand, evaluation of the deviation within borehole GH11 brought the
assumption that the   borehole’s   steering   did   not   performed   exactly   during  
Mudmotor application. Mudmotor gave a direction for further drilling, and due to
this, correction of the borehole was observed during Wassara drilling.
It was originally assumed that the use of these two rock drilling methods
together may result in effective performance. This research attempted to
evaluate Mudmotor and Wassara Hammer technologies and show the efficiency
of such combination. Wassara Hammer provided fast drilling proccess while
minimal deviation was possible due to the use of Mudmotor.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction
1.1

Preface

Construction of the Hallandsås Tunnels in Sweden consists of two 8.7 km long
parallel tunnels. The project is still ongoing, proceeded by the TBM excavation.
Due to extreme rock conditions within Lya Zone of a Halland Ridge and specific
restrictions imposed on the Project, during TBM excavation in the East Tunnel
specific pre-grouting treatment was done from the face of TBM. However, it was
found very time and cost consuming. Therefore, prior to the TBM excavation in
the West Tunnel, long hole grouting pre-treatment within Lya Zone was
designed. It concerned sealing with the grout rock masses within section of 30.6
m diameter and it required directional rock drilling method with accurate and
fast drilling process. To achieve desirable results of the pre-treatment, two
drilling technologies: DTH Wassara Hammer and Mudmotor were chosen. The
pre-treatment was not on critical path of the Project planning schedule.
1.2

Aim of study

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate two drilling methods used during
long hole grouting pre-treatment within Lya Zone in the Hallands Ridge,
Sweden. While evaluation of these two technologies, drilling time and deviation
were the main parameters used to describe their properties. This research is
neither intended to recommend any of those technologies, nor to judge their
efficiency. The investigation has been strictly cognitive and of informative
nature.
1.3

Mathods of the investigation

The great part of the material used in this research was gained during
internship at the construction site of the Hallandsås Project in Båstad, Sweden;
during the period of 6 months, from September 2012 till February 2013. The
practical knowledge was completed with the theory of rock drilling methods.
Moreover, the neccesairy data was collected basing on the drilling reports and
measuring survey, which concern pre-treatment works within Cross Tunnel 5
towards North.
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1.4

Limitations

Although the research has reached its aims, there were some unavoidable
limitations. Most of all, during the research water leakage quantities were not
taken into account, although its influence on the rock drilling process may be
considerated for further investigation. Secondly, shortly introduced grouting
process and sidetrack drilling works present additional chapter in drilling
technologies.
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Chapter 1

2 Introduction to the Hallandsås Project
In this chapter, detailed description of Hallandsås Project is given. Its purpose is
described, followed by an overview of law regulations and environmental issues
determining   every   stage   of   project’s   construction.   It   constitutes   a   base   for  
further description of the main construction methods used within the project.
2.1

Purpose of the Project

Increasing need of transporting goods and people is a challenge for roads and
railways constructors. A railway line through the West Coast in Sweden, built in
1885 gives an excellent example. Almost through the whole distance between
Gothenburg, Malmo and Copenhagen it is a double-track railway and it
constitutes a part of railway line connecting Oslo with Hamburg, it is shown in
Figure 2-1. However, the Hallandsås Ridge is an exception with its steep slopes
and single-track rails. It causes many limitations according to the capacity of
trains and frequency of transport. Due to that fact, in 1991 Swedish
Government accepted tunnel construction considered by National Rail
Administration (NRA) as a very efficient solution of the transport problems within
this region.
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Figure 2-1 - Hallandsås Tunnel as a part of rail line between Oslo and Hamburg
[Adapted from Skanska-Vinci archives]

2.2

Historical background

First discussion of building a tunnel was initiated in 1975, by members of
Swedish State Railways. In 1985 the County Administrative Boards of Malmö,
Kristianstad and Halland started investigation of the possibility of building tunnel
through the Hallandsås ridge. Project was accepted, however, there were no
founds in the budget until year 1988. That year NRA was chosen to manage the
Swedish railway system and with a new budget, ordered further investigation of
the Hallandsås Project. It was supposed to show if construction of the tunnel
through Hallandsås Ridge is possible in a technical manner. No problems
relating to the water or environmental protection were stated.
In April 1990 NRA requested another investigation. It came with not explicit idea
of watertight lining method minimizing problems related to lowering ground
water level. Concrete waterproof lining was seen as a solution for all problems
related to ground water out flow. At this point it should be stated that the
standards considering environmental issues were very different from those at
this time.
In 1992, a company named Kraftbyggarna AB was chosen to carry out the
project by usage of construction technology called Tunnel Boring Machine
(TBM). However the machine was not properly prepared to work at such poor
4
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rock conditions and after excavating 17 meters only it got stuck in the rock.
Excavation by drill-and-blast undertaken afterwards was not succeeded neither
and in 1995, after about 3000m excavated and two years of constant
construction problems Kraftbyggarna resigned from the contract. According to
Swedish law, underground constructions require specific limits which will define
ground water discharge. Therefore, Kraftbyggarna was burden by the water
permission to keep the water outflow limit below 3.5 liters per sec for every
1000 m of tunnel length. However, it was obvious that this limit cannot be
handled.

Figure 2-2 - Year 1992, construction inauguration
[Adapted from www.traffikverket.se/hallandsas]

In January 1996 a tender submitted by Skanska was chosen and excavation by
drilling/blasting was continued. There appeared an idea of a tunnel excavated
from the top of the ridge to create additional working access tunnel. Works
proceeded and soon problem with ground water level increased. A number of
wells placed in neighborhood dried out, which affected local agricultural areas
and residences as well. A new plan to reduce ground water leakage was
prepared. It was based on continuation of Lining technology and improving
grouting injection. Moreover, NRA hoped for receiving new higher water outflow
limits from Water-rights Court. During spring in 1997, a new injection agent,
called Rhoca Gil was chosen. It seemed to be success, since it could handle
high water pressure, was flexible and of low viscosity. However, it leaded to a
big disaster, when water measurements in tunnel showed very high Nmethylacrylamide content. It penetrated into ground water and spread-out into
seepage water causing intoxication of local environment and the project had to
be closed.
After 4 years, in 2001 decision about completion of the Hallandsås Tunnels was
made. There was gained very important lesson since last attempt and extensive
investigations were made: according to construction methods, economical
aspects and most of all environmental impact. Moreover, rules which the
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environmental court established had expired and a new ruling came in February
2003. The limits of water outflow quantities were estimated for specific work
sections. For the East tunnel and the West Tunnel (section from northern end
till the southern end of Lya Zone and separately, the sections remained towards
South) respectively were given 100 l/s, 100 l/s and 150 l/s. During construction
150 l/s rolling average is valid within 30 days round.
In November 2002 a Consortium called Skanska-Vinci won the tender and
restarted the Hallandsås Project once again. It is a consortium established by
two worldwide famous construction companies: Swedish Skanska, with solid
experience of tunnel constructions and knowledge about Hallandsås
complicated geology, and French Vinci which has an experience of tunnel
boring works using TBM technology. TBM Åsa started excavation in 2005 when
approximately 1/3 of total tunnel length had been excavated. Currently, the
project is under strict control programme which covers chemical, ecology and
water aspects. All chemicals used at the work site must be approved and the
water discharge controlled. Construction is also continuously reviewed by the
County Administrative Board, municipalities of Ängelholm and Båstad and by
the environmental assessment.
TBM works are still ongoing and accomplishment of all construction works is
planned at the end of year 2013. First train is to pass the Hallandsås Tunnels in
2015. (1) (2)
2.3

Geological introduction

As it was introduced in previous chapter, geological and hydrological aspects
have had an undeniable influence on the Hallandsås Project during whole
planning and construction process. To explain geological structure complexity
of the Hallandsås, short description of tectonic structure and geology of that
area is given in this chapter.
2.3.1

Baltic Shield and Tornquist- Teisseyre Zone

Major part of Sweden is placed at the Baltic Shield. The substructure consists in
80% of Precambrian granites and gneisses. The limestone and shale dominate
within area of islands: Gotland and Öland, and Kalmar region. The substructure
of youngest part of Sweden, Skåne (region where the Hallandsås is located)
had been formed during the Jurassic and Cretaceous. There can be found
younger sedimentary rocks like sandstone, shale and limestone. The Baltic
Shield during last glacial period was depressed by the ice sheets of a huge
weight and has been risen due to isostatic movements. As another result of
glacial activity a thin layer of loose moraine was created on the surface.
6
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Crystalline basement is the most common bedrock in Sweden. Formed during
several orogenies (mounting formation periods), was treated by all rock forming
processes. It has been exposed on weathering and erosion thus the surface we
can observe now may be estimated to form even 15km deep underneath the
earth’s   crust.   Sedimentary   bedrock   had   developed   during   weathering,   erosion  
and sedimentation processes in marine area, forming sediments like clay, slit
sand and lime. The youngest bedrock in Sweden is located in the southwestern part of the province of Skåne, between the towns: Landskrona, Lund,
Ystad and Trelleborg, area shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3 Geological setting of the southwestern part of Baltic Shield [adapted from SkanskaVinci archive]

In   Skania,   the   formation   of   the   bedrock’s   major   part   was   determined   by   a  
tectonic fault named Tornquist- Teisseyre Zone, (3) which is the longest
tectonic lineament in Europe. It extends from The Romanian coast at the Black
Sea to the North Sea, crossing the margin between the eastern European
Platform and the Baltic Shield, as it is shown in Figure 2-4. The dominant fault
trend is south-east towards north-west. In Sweden, the area being covered by
the Tornquist- Teisseye Zone is around 50km wide. Within the Zone dolerite
dykes can be found, moreover, around Kristianstad and bay of Båstad deposits
of limestone, marlstone, sandstone and clay were formed. According to
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geological   dictionary   fault   is   “a   fracture   or   fracture   zone   in   rock   along   which  
movement   has   occurred”. (4) The Tornquist- Teisseyre Zone is the strongly
faulted area, with tilted cambrian fault blocks, covered by thick jurrasic deposits.
It created plenty of horsts, which were formed through widespread movements
within long geological time. There are found such horsts in Skåne Province as:
Linderödsasen, Kullaberg, Söderåsen, Romelasen and, as mentioned above,
Hallandsås.

Tornquist-Teisseyre
Zone

Figure 2-4 Tornquist- Teisseyre Zone- location

2.3.2

Hallands Ridge

The Hallands   Ridge   (“ås”   in   Swedish   translation   means   “ridge”)   where
Hallandsås Tunnels are located (Figure 2-5) is the most northern of all horsts
located within Skåne province. It is 8-10 km wide and 60-80 km long and over
the Hallandsås Tunnel area it reaches height of 150 to 200m. The northern
scarp goes very steeply while towards the south hillside dips more gently.
Hallandsås horst constitutes an effect of many vertical movements deep
weathering processes of the bedrock within the Tornquist- Teisseyre Zone.
Located there rock masses are of very complex conditions and varied nature.
Major part of the bedrock within this area is of the crystalline nature, though
some sedimentary rocks may also be found. For purpose of the project,
8
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Hallandsås Ridge area was divided according to three main rock types: gneiss,
younger amphibolite and dolerite.
Area is dominated by gneisses of wide range of grain sizes, colours, structure
and mineral content. There is also situated locally occurring amphibolite of
several generations. (5)The older amphibolite deposits are parallel to the
layering in the gneiss, whereas the younger ones have a trend running in the
NNE-SSW direction.

Figure 2-5 - Location of West Coast Swedish Rail Line and Hallandsås Tunnel
[Adapted from Skanska- Vinci archives]

Moreover, the younger fracture is intruded by steeply dipping dykes of dolerite
and magnetic amphibolite deposits which are located in parallel to the Scanian
horsts and can be even up to 50m wide. Due to very intensive fracturing the
Hallandsås Ridge is totally water saturated, therefore it is a great reservoir of
ground water. Two types of reservoirs take place there: one in the bedrock and
one in the soil layer, which is less than 20m thick.
Three tectonic zones may be identified within the tunnels area: Northern and
Southern Marginal Zones, along each side of the horst, and central- Mölleback
Zone (MBZ), the location of all three zones is shown in Figure 2-6. They reach
up to few hundred meters of width and are crossed by the tunnel construction
partly (Southern) or completely (Northern). All three zones are fractured in
9
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varied way and are water-bearing of varying degree. The Southern Marginal
Zone is characterized by completely weathered and slightly water-bearing rock,
whereas in the Northern Marginal Zone are located more or less weathered
crushed zones, which are highly water-bearing. The third, most challenging
zone is 300m wide Mölleback Zone. It has inhomogeneous character and is
composed with complex, heavily crushed subsections.

Figure 2-6 - Three tectonic zones within Hallandsås Tunnel area
[Adapted from Dudouit F. Burger W. “The hallandsas dual mode tbm” Rapid Excavation and
Tunneling Conference 2009, Las Vegas]

It consists of a highly weathered part with some swelling clay appearance and,
in addition, of highly fractured part, where rock is weathered in less degree, but
ground water pressure at the tunnel reaches up to 12 bars. As a southern
extension of Mölleback zone is located Lya Zone. It contains rock masses of
low weathering degree, however highly fractured and water bearing ones. All
these conditions together make this place very challenging for tunneling.
Preparations were made and specific pre-treatment methods have been
proceeded in order to provide fast TBM excavation process. One of them is the
pre-treatment of Lya Zone, described in this dissertation.
2.4
2.4.1

Construction methods
Introduction to tunnel construction methods

There are many different tunnel construction methods, developed through ages.
Classical method has been performed from the early beginnings of tunnel
construction. Rock masses were dig out by the use of hands or simple tools and
the excavated tunnel was supported by wooden beams. Later, cut-and-cover
method was developed, comprising with trench excavation and overhead
support cover. This method has been seen as a very time consuming and
possible only for shallow tunnels. Drill-and-blast method was the only
economical way of excavating tunnels in hard rock where digging is impossible,
but the big progress in tunnel construction occurred when Tunnel Boring
Machine was invented.
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First attempt of tunnel excavation by the use of TBM was reported in 1845
within Fréjus Rail Tunnel extended between France and Italy, through the Alps.
It consisted of over 100 percussive drills welded to the locomotive-sized
machine and powered from the tunnel entrance. It failed though, being seen as
too expensive method due to high energy consumption and revolutionary
financial crisis, therefore construction was finished by using less innovative
methods. Nowadays, it is main tunnel construction method, used when other
methods fail. Varied kids of TBM can operate in different conditions, from hard
rock to soft water-bearing ground. Modern TBMs consist of rotating cutting
wheel (cutter head), main bearing thrust system and some support
mechanisms.   Depending   on   machine’s   type   we   can   distinguish   shielded   and  
open-type TBM and the choice of one of them is determined by the rock
conditions. Tunneling shield is a part used to ensure stability of excavated
tunnel during the time when proper lining is being prepared. The diameter of the
shield can range from 1 meter up to 19,25m (the biggest TBM shield used in
Orlovski Tunnel Project in St. Petersburg) and it matches the diameter of the
tunnel. Support mechanisms, located in the back-up can consist of conveyor
belt for muck (excavated rock masses) removal, electrical and ventilation
systems, slurry pipelines or rock support (pre-cast concrete segments, steel
arches) transporting systems. TBM supplied for Hallandsås Project has been
equipped with about 250 meters long back-up with all systems required. Shield
and back-up of the TBM used within Hallandsås Project is shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 - TBM transported into the Tunnel-South End 2005
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Among all excavation method used nowadays we can distinguish Pipe or box
Jacking and immersed tubes. The first one requires hydraulic jacks which push
prepared in advance pipes or, relatively, boxes into the excavated rock. The
second one contains concrete tubes which are prefabricated, floated and then
sunk into the water to be connected together on the bottom of the river or sea.
Choosing specific excavation method may be determined by many parameters,
such as location of project, rock conditions, size of tunnel face, time schedule
and cost limitation as well.
2.4.2

Construction methods chosen within Hallandsås Project

2.4.2.1 TBM excavation

As it was introduced in the previous chapter, all construction methods chosen
by Skanska- Vinci to accomplish Hallandsås Project were determined by the
environmental conditions and new law regulations related to the ground water
discharge during construction process. Therefore, a choice of TBM suitable to
these specific requirements was vital. As a reminder, it should be mentioned
that TBM chosen by Kraftbyggarna, for the accomplishment of Hallandsås
during first attempt failed. It was open-type, gripper TBM, where the floating
gripper system is used to advance excavation through the rock structure. It was
not properly developed for the soft and highly water bearing rock and as a
result, was stuck after 17 meters of excavated path. When Skanska- Vinci won
the construction tender, one third part out of 8.7 km total length was excavated.
To excavate remained 5.5 km in each tunnel (11km in total), much more
technologically advanced method was chosen: just fitted for Hallandsås rock
conditions, dual mode Mix-Shield TBM, supplied by German company named
Herreknecht. The machine was developed to be able to operate in open mode
and in closed as well, placing concrete segmental lining over the entire tunnel
length. Open mode is a faster way of excavation and it has been in use when
the water outflow is not too high and the pressure at the front of the cutterhead
is of atmospheric pressure value. Open mode is equipped with TBM conveyor
(dry primary muck discharge system) and pre-excavation grouting tools. The
conveyor system is shown in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 - TBM open mode with conveyor (marked in yellow)

In the closed mode speed of excavation is much slower; therefore it has been in
use only when the water pressure is high. Main role plays hydraulic muck
(slurry) discharge system with positive face support up to a maximum dynamic
face pressure of 13 bars. The slurry is pumped into the front of the cutterhead,
sealing its openings in the back and, at the same time, causing a backpressure,
which decreases the water inflow. The slurry system is shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9 - TBM closed mode with slurry system (marked in blue)

TBM used within Hallandsås Project is 250m long and has shield of diameter
10,5m.   TBM’s   cutterhead,   as   it   is   shown   in Figure 2-10. A fully articulated
cutterhead drive system was designed with possible longitude correction and
angular tilting. This heavy duty cutterhead drive system consists of three axis
roller bearing, independently supported drive pinions and lube oil circuit. During
excavation process the rotating cutterhead is pressed against the rock and
each roller cutter chips the solid rock away. The chipped rock falls into the back
of the cutterhead wheel and further, is transported by the conveyor belt to the
wagons, which take the muck out of the tunnel.
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Figure 2-10 - TBM’s  cutterhead

To minimize the water leakage, concrete lining, erected from the back of the
shield seals the excavated tunnel and withstands the water pressure of 15 bars.
It consists of the row of prefabricated concrete rings, each constructed from 8
segments. The length of one concrete ring is equal to 2,2m and it determines
excavation intervals of TBM. It is also a measuring scale, used to give specific
coordinates within tunnels (only for the use within this project, e.g. ring 1781).
(6)
2.4.2.2 Grouting

To control the water outflow quantities, two methods are performed:
construction of barrier and pre-excavation grouting. To prevent the water
inflows from the space between concrete segments and rock wall into the
cutterhead chamber, so-called barrier is constructed. This process consists of
pressurizing the back of lining with the use of backfilling material: mortar and
pea-gravel. When excavating through water bearing sections, pre-excavation
grouting done from the face of TBM is performed. It limits the ground water
inflow and stabilizes the rock. There are three drill rigs located behind the
segment   erector,   ready   to   drill   in   front   of   TBM’s   face   and   on   peripheries.   In  
drilled holes microfine cement is injected, sealing the rock masses. It allows
TBM operating in open mode within strict water inflow limits.
After experience gained during excavation of the East Tunnel it is noticeable
that both treatments are very time consuming and they both require TBM stand
still, therefore cause higher production cost as well. To maximize that time in
highly water bearing zones of the West Tunnel and decrease water inflow
amounts at the same time, specific pre-treatments were designed. The full
description is to be found further, in chapter 3.
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2.4.2.3 Drill and blast

Besides TBM excavation, more traditional methods have been in use. For
instance, 19 parallel emergency tunnels, placed in around 500m intervals as it
is shown in Figure 2-14, were excavated by drill-and-blast method. Cross
Tunnels (CTs) are 22m long each and were excavated with an access from the
East Tunnel. Within designed pattern holes were drilled by drill boomer and
charged with explosives. Blasted rock masses had to be removed after each
detonation. Once the tunnel is excavated, rock bolting and concrete spraying is
performed to support the excavated rock. As this dissertation is being written,
rock works are finalized in emergency Cross Tunnels and concrete works have
started. During that stage, lining is constructed as reinforced concrete rings,
supported with waterproof membrane.
2.4.2.4 Cut-and-cover

Some   tunnels’   sections   were   already   excavated   before   Skanska-Vinci
continued the project. Near portals of the tunnels, from both ends (North and
South) cut-and-cover method was used, supported by concrete roofing. They
are shown in Figure 2-14,  marked  as  “concrete  tunnels”.

Figure 2-11 Placing drainage mats in North East Tunnel [K. Obuchowska]

2.4.2.5 Insulated drains

Rock tunnels, marked in the same figure, were covered after excavation with
special drainage mats along the whole width and later, sprayed with fireproof
concrete. They are shown in Figure 2-11.
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2.4.2.6 In Situ Lining

Some sections which were excavated earlier, required some expansion works;
moreover, due to fractured rock sections, simple drainage system was not
enough. Therefore, concrete lining was performed with a same work scheme as
it was done in Cross Tunnels. In Figure 2-12 are shown membrane works
included in In-Situ Lining works. Those sections are shown in Figure 2-14,
highlighted as In-Situ Lining. Starting Chamber and Receiving Chamber are,
respectively, TBM assembling and disassembling sections.

Figure 2-12 - In Situ Lining North East- Membrane and concrete formwork in background [K.
Obuchowska]

2.4.2.7 Freezing of Mölleback Zone

Excavation by the use of TBM has been especially challenging in sections
where the rock is heavily water bearing, for instance, in sections where
previously mentioned zones called Mölleback Zone and Lya Zone are located.
During the works in East Tunnel in 2005, TBM crews met many problems with
excavation in those sections due to big amount of water leakage, which in turn
meant time delays and increased costs of grouting works. It was calculated that
about 50% of whole work time was spent for all works related to water
discharge handling, such as barrier construction, grout treatment. SkanskaVinci gained a good lecture from those works, therefore, during planning TBM
excavation works in West Tunnel geologists considered special pre-treatment to
undertake. Within Mölleback Zone freezing pre-treatment has been carried out,
meanwhile, along Lya Zone sections long-hole grouting was chosen to be
performed, decribed in the third chaper.
The purpose of the freezing process within Mölleback Zone was to reduce
water bearing properties of the rock in places where, due to the heavily
weathered rock (W3-W5), grouting process would not be efficient.
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Freezing was preceded in two stages. First stage consisted of a horizontal
drilling performed at the tunnel level, over section of 85 meters within central
MBZ. It was possible due to 600m long access tunnel drilled in parallel to East
Tunnel. 16 horizontal boreholes were drilled within circular pattern of 8m
diameter. Inside this drilled section, a pilot tunnel with a drill chamber at the
south end was excavated. The purpose of the pilot tunnel was to provide
access to the section were MBZ pre-treatment was continued within 2nd stage,
as it is shown in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13 - Freezing MBZ West: Stage I and II

Due to designed pilot tunnel, deviation of boreholes drilled during Stage I had to
be minimized. Therefore, steered drilling was necessary and it was performed
with the use of Mudmotor drilling system (described later, as drilling technology
used within Lya Zone pre-treatment).
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Figure 2-14 - Overview of Hallandsås Tunnels
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Inside drilled holes, in a full length, were inserted steel casing pipes and later,
inner freeze pipes. The purpose of the casing pipes was to provide stability of
the freeze pipes inside borehole by cement injection between rock and casing
pipes, and next, between casing pipes and freeze pipes. When all 16 boreholes
were drilled and freeze pipes were inserted and grouted, freezing equipment
was prepared. Brine cooling system was used, with calcium chloride brine
poured into the pipes system. The temperature of liquid was monitored
continuously and consequently decreased as long as it reached the level of -40°
C. After 120 days of freezing within 1st stage, a pilot tunnel and a drilling
chamber has been excavated in the centre of the frozen rock from where the
second stage freeze drilling was carried out. Second stage of freezing consisted
of 26 boreholes drilled within two fans: one- 138 m long and second- 68 meters
long. The sequence of works with the second stage of freezing was the same
as during 1st stage. The freezing installation of the second stage of the freezing
pre-treatment is shown in Figure 2-15

Figure 2-15 - Freezing installation West - 2nd stage [Adapted from Skanska-Vinci archive]

At the time this dissertation is being prepared, Pre-treatment in Mölleback Zone
(MBZ) in West Tunnel is on-going, and soon will be finalized by TBM arrival.
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Chapter 3

3 Pre-treatment in a selected research
section – The Lya Zone
This chapter describes sequence of pre- treatment works in Lya Zone. The
reason of this pre-treatment is given, then each of two technologies was
pictured, together with its pros and cons. Grouting process, described shortly,
may be an excellent example as a starting point for further research within long
hole grouting subject.
3.1

Purpose of the Pre-treatment

During East Tunnel excavation many problems related to high water outflow
and lack of rock stability were experienced in Lya Zone. Tunneling through this
section included continuous pre-treatment in front of the TBM. In order to
minimize time of pre-treatment carried out from the TBM and to decrease water
outflow at the same time, Lya zone within West Tunnel was pre-treated by long
holes grouting process before TBM arrival. Lya Zone is located near Cross
Tunnels (CTs) No. 5 and No. 6, therefore this pre-treatment was carried out
from this area. Total length of pre-treated area equals 435 pcs of concrete rings,
each 2,2m wide, which gives 870m.
3.2

Preparations

Cross Tunnels 5 and 6 were excavated directly from the East Tunnel up to the
future West Tunnel profile and next, 15 meters long drill chambers were
excavated. The rock was supported with glassfiber bolts and sprayed concrete.
An example of Cross Tunnel and drill chamber is shown in Figure 3-1. This
figure shows future path of the TBM during West Tunnel excavation. In the East
Tunnel is shown location of the equipment used during the pre-treatment,
moreover, two kinds of water pipelines are marked: process water with green
lines and discharge water with blue ones. Pipeline with the process water
(which powered the drilling motor) has been connected directly to the drill rig,
and discharge water pipeline led the used water from the pump pit in the drill
chamber, through sedimentation tanks, towards South, out of the Tunnel.
Pipeline with used water which was directed towards North skipped
sedimentation tanks, due to proper treatment plant on the North working site.
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Figure 3-1 - Example of Cross Tunnel section and chamber blasted for the purpose of Lya Zone
pre-treatment in West Tunnel [Adapted from Skanska- Vinci archive]

3.3
3.3.1

Design
Configuration of the boreholes

Geological investigation had shown that, in order to minimize water discharge
quantities, rock masses needed to be sealed by the grout spread up to 10m out
of the TBM profile (it gives area of 30,6m diameter) . Hence, long grouting fans
of specified circular profile were designed. Configuration of boreholes was set
as it is shown in Figure 3-2. Starting profile was of 6m diameter. Rock drilling
brings always the risk of boreholes deviation. Due to that fact, boreholes were
designed to be drilled under specified angle to reach at the final depth ending
profile of 20m diameter, which would provide some securing distance in case of
deviation. Starting and ending profiles are shown below, in Figure 3-4. Works in
the Lya Zone consist of the long grouting fans, carried in three steps (primary,
secondary and complementary). Each fan was designed to be drilled under
different angle and up to varied depth. Primary fan was drilled first and then the
efficiency of the primary fan was evaluated by secondary fan drilling. The
efficiency of these works is given by meaning of water outflow amounts.
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Figure 3-2 - Picture of boreholes' location within south face of CT6
[K. Obuchowska]

Design of the complementary fan was evaluated after two first fans’ excavation
and it was drilled at the end. A long hole drilling was performed in two
directions: north and south, from both drill chambers. That gives four drilling
faces: Cross Tunnel 6 North and South and Cross Tunnel 5 North and South.
They will be further described respectively as: CT6-N, CT6-S, CT5-N and CT5S.
This dissertation concerns evaluation of grouting works within CT 5 towards
North. Below, in Figure 3-3 are shown sections of these grouting works. From
the top part, overwiev of the boreholes’ pattern is placed. Freezing fan starts
from the concrete ring no 2070. Below, division into sections is given according
to the number of the ring: one at the TBM face and next, concrete ring inserted
4 rings later. Undeneath, West Tunnel overview is given, rock recognition
sections with weathering classes and chart with water outflow amounts
comparison are placed. The rest of sections of the Lya Zone pre-treatment are
shown in Appendix 4, 5, and 6.
Sketch with long-hole grouting pattern within CT5-N is shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-3 Sketch showing sections of grouting works within CT5 North

Figure 3-4 Long hole grouting pattern carried within CT 5 Chamber towards North [drawing
done by K. Obuchowska]
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Preliminary design contained specific length criteria for each of grouting fans.
However, during production process boreholes length changed. It was
determined by rock conditions and tight time schedule. Length of all boreholes
was summarized in Table 1 Summary of the length of the boreholes drilled
within Lya Zone Pre-treatment. All boreholes were numbered for the purpose of
clarification of production documentation e.g. GH03, GH12 (GH means
Grouting Hole). Total drilled and grouted length of 12 573 m has been reached.
Based on an example of drilling from the Chamber no. 5 towards North:





The starting pattern is of 6m diameter
9 boreholes were drilled up to 136m (3 within primary fan and 6 within
secondary fan)
3 boreholes within primary fan were drilled up to 220m (such length was
chosen due to evaluation works of the end of freezing section
Complementary boreholes were drilled up to 115m.

Ending diameter of the pattern was designed to provide sealing the rock
masses within area 10 meters wider than TBM profile (30,6m diameter). The
boreholes,after raching 75 m depth, had to  be  drilled  within  “corridor”  between  9  
and 20 meters diameter.
Table 1 Summary of the length of the boreholes drilled within Lya Zone Pre-treatment
CROSS
TUNNEL

CT5-S

CT5-N

CT6-S

CT6-N

FAN’S  PRECEDENCE

NO. OF BOREHOLE

DRILLED
DEPTH [m]

Primary fan

No. 1,3,5,7,9,11

180

Secondary fan

No. 2,4,6,8,10,12

180

Primary fan I

No. 1,5,9

136

Primary fan II*

No. 3,7,11

220

Secondary fan

No. 2,4,6,8,10,12

136

Complementary fan

No. 13-18

115

Primary fan

No. 1,3,5,7,9,11

235

Secondary fan

no 2,4,6,8,10,12

235

Complementary fan

no 13-18

115

Primary fan

no 1,3,5,7,9,11

235

Secondary fan

no 2,4,6,8,10,12

235

Complementary fan*

no 13-18

60

Complementary fan

No 19-24

115

*an extra fan drilled in an earlu stage in order to evaluate the grout spread
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3.3.2

Drilling proccess and difficulties

At the beginning, core- drilling was performed. Each hole was drilled up to 4-6m
for the standpipe. Standpipes were installed in holes to guide the boreholes for
the first 6 meters, grouted and pressure tested. Boreholes of 115mm diameter
were drilled by the use of two rock drilling methods: Mudmotor and Wassara
Hammer. The time of works was essential so it was important to choose drilling
method with a high Rate of Penetration (ROP) This factor will be described in
the next chapter. Besides fast drilling, minimal deviation of the boreholes had to
be provided due to the limited grouting corridor, mentioned already before.
Mudmotor and Wassara were chosen because of their properties, as Wassara
is fast method and Mudmotor accurate one. These two rock drilling methods will
be described more in details in the following chapter.
Drilling and grouting works were performed in following sequence: drilling,
grouting and re-drilling. One such sequence was called grouting step for the
purpose of the project. Each borehole was drilled during few grouting steps.
During one grouting step, drilling the boreholes aimed proceeding until 480
l/min of water leakage was reached or till a maximum length of 30 meters.
However, the outflow often increased rapidly and many times the target limit
was exceeded. The water leakage limit of 480 l/min was given in order to have
a high efficiency of the grout. Before the grouting was started, grouting packers
were placed in borehole to provide a good seal against grout bleed. They
should be placed just before the ungrouted section. However, when some
borehole  was  unstable  packers  were  placed  closer  to  the  hole’s  front  or  even in
the standpipe. In the last case, such operation was done when water outflow
was over 1000 l/min. Grout is a compound of mixed cement, water and some
additive substances. In this case grouting was done by the use of injection
cement IC30. Two different recipes were available with two different addictives:
1. Type 1- SP40 75% vct 0.9 as a standard mix
2. Type 2- SP40 75% vct 0.9 + Grout Aid 10%
The maximum volume of grout was 7000 litres; it excluded the volume of the
borehole. In order to reach desired grout spread, pumping was carried out at 58
bars overpressure for 40 minutes minimum. After grouting process and cement
hardening time, grouted distance of the borehole was re-drilled by the use of
Wassara Hammer and further drilling was continue the same way within next
grouting step, as it was described above. An example of the grouting report is
placed in Appendix 3.
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In relation to grouting process certain risks exist. For instance, injection
pressure during pumping might have not increased. In   such   cases,   “thicker”  
grout mix was used with higher vct rate (Type 2). Moreover, the grout hardening
time caused few times certain delays in the production schedule. The grouting,
left for too long hardening time, may cause difficulties during the re-drilling
process. In few cases, the drill bit deviated too far from designed path, then
changing into the Mudmotor steered drilling was needed. Such operation was
called side-track drilling and it was not include in the evaluation of this research.
Therefore, the meters drilled within the side-track are not included in this
research calculation.
At the time thesis is being prepared, pre-treatment in CT5 and 6 is finalized and
TBM passed Lya Zone successfully. Low water outflow experienced during
excavation showed necessity of the grouting works. However, it has not been
yet further investigated and more specific calculation will be prepared in the
future.
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Chapter 4

4 Mudmotor and Wassara Hammer
technologies
This chapter describes in details technologies of Mudmotor and Wassara
Hammer which are the subject of this thesis. At the beginning general
information about rock drilling is given, next percussive and rotary directional
rock drilling methods are described as they are represented by these two drill
bits. Rotary drilling is followed by description of the measuring tools: Measuring
While Drilling System and its devices.
4.1

Introduction to rock drilling

Rock drilling constitutes important bench of mining, petroleum and tunnel
construction industries and nowadays a great technology development can be
observed. K Thuro (7) concurs that even a small improvement can increase
significantly the drilling efficiency, therefore, before works planning, it is
essential to investigate rock properties: rock classification, weathering,
durability etc. They all determine choosing proper drilling method thus
optimizing drilling rate, lowering production costs and making the planning
works in advance easier. Rock drilling performance depends mostly on
geological parameters (mechanical rock properties), machine parameters
(drilling rig) and working process (logistic planning, excavation system and
maintenance of equipment). These figures are described by drillability term
which consists of such characteristics as: drilling velocity, wear of drilling tools
and wear of the drill bit. Drillability constitutes another subject for long
discussion but it is not to be considered in this dissertation. It is worth
mentioning that parameters of the drilling rig have the biggest influence on the
drilling performance thus, choosing proper drilling method and desirable drill bit
must be preceded by the research.
When describing properties of drilling tools, the rate of penetration (ROP) used
first of all. It is a factor used while describing drilling performance efficiency. It is
measured by speed of crushing the rock masses along with advancing the
borehole, and it is expressed in meters per hour or per minute.
Previous studies have reported that a flushing agent is a very important aspect
of drilling process (8) Air is usually used in open pit mines while fluids (water,
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oil) are better in oil industry and underground constructions due to dust
reduction.
Two different drilling methods which were chosen to perform a pre-treatment of
Lya Zone in the Hallandsås Project are investigated in this dissertation.
The choice of Mudmotor and Wassara Hammer was preceded by proper
investigation and same aspects, as these mentioned above, were considered.
Concerning two first parameters: geological and machine parameters, there
were investigated drilling technologies which are relevant for both: hard and soft
rock types and can cope with drilling in fractured formations as they are in Lya
Zone sections. Furthermore, there were significant restrictions related to
minimized boreholes deviation, given in next chapter. This fact determines
choosing steering drilling method in order to reduce deviation of the boreholes.
Time of working process presents another important factor. Major works
performed in Hallandsås Project has been related to TBM works and all works
time schedules have been also related to tight TBM time table. Therefore, it was
important to choose fast drilling method. It seems impossible to find both fast
and precise rock drilling method. This is why two complementary technologies:
Wassara Hammer and Mudmotor were chosen to achieve the desired
performance by combining their best properties.

4.2

DTH Wassara Hammer

For the purpose of Lya Zone pre-treatment in Hallandsås Project DTH Wassara
Hammer powered by water was used. DTH Wassara Hammer is a patented
technology from LKAB Wassara Company.
Wassara technology represents Down-The-Hole (DTH) Hammer rock drilling
method. This method is generally used in medium to hard and very hard rock
formations and is based on percussive drilling mechanism.
Percussion drilling is a combination of typical rotary drill acting with a DTH
hammer drill. Energy transmitted from the hammer to the drill bit (by fluid or air)
is transformed into a kinetic energy in a piston, next piston impact the drill bit.
The energy goes to the rock through the inserts mounted at the end of the drill
bit. Rock masses are crushed by impact from the short-lived compressive loads
of the hammer. At the same time, the entire hammer is rotating continuously, by
the impact of a thrust force, applied over the bit head. (9) The stress wave
caused by the hammer impact is transmitted to the rock which may partly reflect
the wave back to the hammer, as shown in Figure 4-1
Efficiency of this process is measured as a ratio of crushing work to the impact
energy per impact cycle. Removal of debris and energy necessary to crush one
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unit of rock volume can also be defined as important factors of percussive
drilling process. (10)

Figure 4-1 - Schematic model of DTH Hammer (9)

The percussive mechanism of DTH Hammer (commonly said - the hammer) is
placed directly behind the drill bit, thus there are no power loses due to long
distance between units. In top hammer technique hammer percussion energy is
led through the long distance. It is transmitted from the hammer mounted on the
drill rig, through the drill string to the bit. According to the use of air or water as
energy transmission medium there are pneumatic and hydraulic hammers
respectively. The significant disadvantage of air powered hammer drilling is
dust production, therefore water agent is mainly used in mining industry and
underground constructions. In the case of Wassara Hammer, the mechanism of
percussive drilling is based on the hydraulic force, transformed into
compressive one, which powers a hammer. Drilling fluid is inserted continuously
through the drill string to the drill bit and pushed back to the surface. In order to
avoid entering by the fluid included in rock formation into the drilled hole, the
pressure of the drilling fluid should be higher than formation fluid pressure, on
another hand, it should be low enough not to increase the distance between the
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hole wall and drill string, thus providing the hole stability. Using water as a
power transmitter reduces also erosion outside of the drill string and the bit,
thus providing straighter boreholes drilling than pneumatic hammer drilling.
Flushing water provides also cooling out the drill bit and drill string, lubricating
them at the same time. Apart from lack of needed lubricating oils it has other
advantages related to the environment. This form of machining is non-thermal,
non-chemical and creates no change in the metallurgical, chemical or physical
properties of the rock fractions. However, the need of filtration of the discharged
water is undeniable disadvantage. Flushing agent provides also high
penetration rate of hydraulic DTH Hammer. On the contrary, poor steerability
may cause deviation of boreholes while drilling. According to the data presented
by Nordell Bo, Fjällström K. and Öderyd L (11) the rate of penetration can reach
even 0.5 to 1.0 m/min.
Wassara Hammer has high penetration rate, especially in hard rock formations.
Moreover, it provides drilling of borehole of up to 1m in diameter and of longer
distances than other rock drilling methods (12). Due to the water energy
supplying, drilling can be performed faster and the production cost may be
decreased, however the use of water agent leads to the discharged water
filtration issues. Furthermore, poor steerability of the hammer constitutes
another serious drawback (13).

4.3

Rotary Directional Rock Drilling- Mudmotor

Nowadays, rotary drilling is the only drilling method which provides drilling holes
for a long distance, up to 10 000 m depth. However, it has some disadvantages:
the rate of rock penetration is low, while weight-in-bit (it is the force acting on
drill bit needed for breaking the rock formation) is quite high, thus it causes high
excavation costs. (14)
It is three dimensional rock fragmentations, performed by complex acting of
horizontal and vertical forces: thrust force and torque. Depending on type of the
drill  bit  and  the  rock  class,  drilling  forces’  magnitude  may  differ.  Power  needed  
for rotating equipment is supplied by electric motors, mud turbines or positive
displacement mud motors, like it has been performed within Hallandsås Project.
It is transmitted from power supplier to the rotary and then, swivelling the drill
string (which is made up of connected steel pipes), rotates the drill bit. Drill
collar which is located above the drill bit gets compressed partly or on a whole
length, thus providing necessary amount of force.
Directional drilling of long distance holes brings the risk of hole deviation. The
magnitude depends in general on the geological properties of the rock, type of
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drill rig, rods and chosen drilling method, the inclination, diameter and depth of
the borehole and finally, on the experience and technique of the drill operator.
(8)
Right trajectory of the drilled hole in many cases is essential and too big
deviation could be severe for the whole construction. Therefore, proper steering
has to be proceeded and it is enabled by the Rotary Steerable System (RSS) or
conventional slide directional drilling. Slide directional drilling is characterized by
torque (which drives the drill bit) generated downhole by a motor. In case of
Rotary Steerable System, the torque is provided by a top-drive, located at the
surface. Rotating is transmitted through the cable, next, inside the bore hole,
through the drill string to the drill bit. Main role in RSS system plays BottomHole-Assembly (BHA) system, shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2 - Directional drilling RSS components (8)

It consists of several subcomponents placed between drill bit and first steel pipe
of the drill string. The BHA is the active part of the directional drilling system,
taking part in direct torque transmission to the bit, and is made up of
subsystems, such as Measuring While Drilling or Logging While Drilling system.
They  are  extended  from  the  bit  to  the  ﬁrst  drill  pipe  of  the  drill  string.  BHA  needs  
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also other additional tools: stabilizers, rock bit, bit sub and heavy weight drill
pipes. (15)
An important key component in BHA system is Positive Displacement Motor
(PDM). The location of PDM with the BHA system provided by Miccon Drilling
company is shown in Figure 4-6 - BHA system with location of MWD
[Adopted from Miccon Drilling archive]. It is based on mechanism of the fluid
(mud) turning the rotor and transforming same way hydraulic power into
mechanical one. When the drill string is rotating at the same time with the
motor, then the borehole is being advanced straightly, however when the
rotation is performed only within PDM, the BHM system follows the curve and
steers the path of the borehole. Both performances are shown in Figure 4-3 and
in Figure 4-4.
(16)

Figure 4-3 - Rotation by PDM and drill string- no steering
[Adopted from Miccon Drilling archive]
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Figure 4-4 - Steering principle - rotation of PDM
[Adopted from Miccon Drilling archive]

Figure 4-5 - Steering system in Mudmotor includes bent housing and PDM system
[Adopted from Miccon Drilling archive]
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4.3.1

Measuring tools

It was already mentioned how useful Directional Drilling steerable equipment
can be. However, to make the whole steering process sufficient and the drilled
path steered accurately, specific measuring device has to be used. There are
certain factors that need to be known by the drill operator in order to perform
steering well: angle of the drilled path, horizontal inclination of the drill bit, its
location and depth.
Logging While Drilling (LWD) system is a set of sensors recording information
about rock formation, such as: the rate of penetration, thrust, or hold-back,
torque, rotational speed, drill flush pressure and the drill flush gain or loss.
Measurement While Drilling (MWD) system provides measurements during
drilling works continuously and it measures the attitude, angular velocity of the
collar and its position. Measurements are taken downhole and are transmitted
outside the borehole. Data collected by the use of this tool needs to be
analyzed and interpretation should be given by well experienced driller. [8]
One of mainly used methods of steering guidance is wireline system. It consist
of a non-magnetic drill collar, placed behind the drill bit and a probe placed
inside the collar. The probe transmitted gathered data through the wire directly
to the computer in the drill rig. Next, computer calculates the steering
information automatically.
Survey is made in two modes: when fluid flow through the MWD system is off or
on. In first case, usually during adding additional drilling pipe (to extend drill
string while drilling advancing), inclination and azimuth are measured just
behind bended mud motor. Transmission of the data is performed during
rotation is restarted. In the contrary, during rotation of the drill string (when the
water flow is proceeding) the orientation of the drill bit is measured at the tool
face and the data is sent at the same time. Additional data such as
temperature, flow rate or standpipe pressure may be surveyed together with
directional data.
In case of Mudmotor used during pre-treatment works in Lya Zone MWD
System was developed by company named Prime Horizontal Ltd. Paratrack 2
was used together with Electro Magnetic Wave system. Along the wall of the
East Tunnel was placed electric sensor cable, in parallel to the path of the
boreholes and electromagnetic wave, sent by the MWD system, referred to the
position of the drill bit. Sample part of MWD data is shown in appendix no. X
and will be introduced in details in the next chapter.
(17)
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Figure 4-6 - BHA system with location of MWD
[Adopted from Miccon Drilling archive]

4.4

Summary

Within Lya Zone Pre-treatment in Hallandsås Project both DTH Wassara
Hammer and Mudmotor were used. Such production solution was used basing
on the assumption that the supplementing of the best advantages of these two
drilling methods will bring good effects.
This is not first attempt of setting two different drilling methods together. Dr.
Donald and A. Bruce (12) in their research named such drilling method as a
“combination  method”.  It  refers  to  the  use  of  the  two  or  more  drilling  methods  in  
order to cope with certain ground or project restrictions. In case of Lya Zone
Pre-treatment in Hallandsås Project was required fast drilling performance with
minimized deviation of the boreholes. Respectively, the greater advantage of
DTH Wassara Hammer was used as it provides fast drilling performance,
moreover steered drilling was possible due to the use of BHA system together
with Mudmotor. Measuring While Drilling System constituted the survey tool,
necessary while proper drilling process.
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Chapter 5

5 Methods
This chapter is an overview of the methodology used in this dissertation. It is
divided into two parts concerning respectively drilling time and deviation rate.
Within each subchapter methodology sequence was given as a base for
comparison two drilling technologies: Wassara Hammer and Mudmotor.
This chapter contains methodology of comparing two different drilling
technologies, based on two parameters; drilling time and deviation rate. As
mentioned in previous chapter, these parameters are vital from the view point of
the engineers from the Hallandsås Project.
The major base for this research was gained during practical training period in
Hallandsås Project. During that time, practical knowledge about rock drilling in
general and both methods: Mudmotor and Wassara Hammer specially was
gained.
This research concerns drilling process within Cross Tunnel 5-towards North
and Cross Tunnel 6- towards South. At the beginning of this research certain
data had to be collected to perform necessary calculation. Whole research
documentation was based on reports handled to Skanska-Vinci by drilling
enterpreneur Züblin and steering enterpreneur Micon. Two different kinds of
reports  were  taken  into  account:  “Water  outflow  from  grouting  holes”  reports  for  
drilling time calculation and   “Standard   Survey   Reports”   with   deviation  
parameters. Additional, third one, called a daily report, was used as an
overview report to follow daily progress. Example of such report is given in
Appendices No. X.
5.1

Drilling time

Reports   named   “Water   outflow   from   grouting   holes”   were   prepared   by   drill   rig  
operator during each work shift and they include drilling depth (in meters),
drilling time and water outflow during drilling process (given in liters per minute).
An example of such report is shown in the Appendix 1 water outflow amounts
and drilling time are given with each meter of drilled depth.
One sheet of report corresponds to one grouting step. As it was mentioned
before, drilling within one grouting step was performed as long as water outflow
quantities reached level of 480 l/min. Therefore, in each report water leakage
calculation starts from value 0. Water discharge values were not used within
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this dissertation. Drilling time given in these reports does not include additional
works related to the whole drilling performance. Insertion of pipes, placing
packer, grouting process and cement hardening were described in previous
chapter. These activities are very time consuming and may cause time delays.
However, for the purpose of this research they are not considerate. Sidetrack
drilling is included in drilling time calculation.
Second step after collecting all required data was to summarize it in one table:
Cross Passage 5 North. One example may be found below, shown in Table 2
Drilling time and water outflow- CP5 North, borehole no 18.
Table 2 Drilling time and water outflow- CP5 North, borehole no 18
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Total time
01:57:00

hh:mm:ss
00:00:00
01:00:00
01:00:00
01:36:00
01:36:00
01:46:00
01:46:00
01:57:00
01:57:00
04:06:00
04:06:00
09:05:00
09:05:00
09:05:00
09:12:00
09:12:00
09:40:00
09:40:00
09:49:00
09:58:00
09:58:00
10:11:00
10:11:00
10:26:00

07:08:00

l/s
hh:mm:ss
0,00
0,00 01:00:00
0,05
0,05 00:36:00
0,38
0,38 00:10:00
1,05
1,05 00:11:00
1,05
1,05 02:09:00
3,55
3,55 04:59:00
4,55
4,55 00:07:00
7,90
7,90 00:28:00
8,10
8,10 00:09:00
8,20
8,20 00:09:00
8,50
8,50 00:13:00
9,20
9,20 00:15:00

01:21:00

Accumulated
Drilling time

Wassara Hammer

Drilling
time

Mudmotor

m
0,00
29,00
29,01
49,00
49,01
55,00
55,01
60,00
60,01
70,00
70,01
90,00
90,01
93,00
93,01
102,00
102,01
105,00
105,01
108,00
108,01
111,00
111,01
115,00

Water
outflow

Wassara Hammer

Depth

Machine

N18
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Based on the data from Table 2, borehole GH18 can be analyzed. First 60m of
this borehole were drilled with the use of Wassara Hammer, it took 1hour and
57min. Further, the drill bit was steered with Mudmotor within next 30 meters,
during 7 hours and 8minutes. Last part was drilled with Wassara drilling and the
drilling took 1 hour and 21 minutes. Calculation gives an average speed of
drilling performance during each step:
1st step: Wassara drilling

Rate of penetration (number of meters drilled within one minute):

2nd step: Mudmotor steered drilling

3rd step: Wassara drilling

The unit of meters per minute was used as a tool in order to compair of
Wassara and Mudmotor performance according to the drilling time. This
sequence of calculation was performed for all boreholes and average values of
drilling time was summarized for each drilling within CP5-N. The purpose was to
create a division due to used drilling technology. Besides drilling methods
division, drilled depth was divided for drilling sequences which were simplified
to a few steps:
CP5-N Wassara Hammer drilling
 Step 0-60m
 Step 60-90m
 Step 90-120m
 Step 120-150m
 Step 150-180m
 Step 180-220m
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CP5-N Mudmotor drilling
 Step 60-90m
 Step 90-120m
 Step 120-150m
 Step 150-180m
According to these steps, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 summarizes the rate of
performance for all boreholes within CT5-N. However, it shows that in practice,
drilling was not always performed exactly within these steps. It is important to
mention, that there is no relation between grouting steps described earlier with
these steps created strictly for the purpose of this research.
Table 3 - Rate of performance for Wassara drilling within CT5-North (sections 0-150m)

01-n
02-n
03-n
04-n
05-n
06-n
07-n
08-n
09-n
10-n
11-n
12-n
13-n
14-n
15-n
16-n
17-n
18-n

0-60
chainage meters minutes m/min
0-60
60,00
373
0-60
60,00
236
0-60
60,00
209
0-60
60,00
305
0-60
60,00
196
0-60
60,00
277
0-60
60,00
433
0-60
60,00
362
0-60
60,00
332
0-60
60,00
308
0-60
60,00
302
0-50
50,00
268
0-60
60,00
185
0-60
60,00
123
0-30
30,00
86
0-60
60,00
140
0-60
60,00
126
0-60
60,00
117

Wassara drilling
60-90
90-120
chainage meters minutes m/min chainage meters minutes m/min
0,16 60-90
30,00
62,00
0,48 90-112
22,00
80
0,28
0,25 60-90
30,00
88
0,34
0,29 60-90
30,00
110
0,27
0,20
0,31 60-90
30,00
97
0,31 90-120
30,00
100
0,30
0,22
90-120
30,00
141,00
0,21
0,14 60-90
30,00
94
0,32
0,17 60-90
30,00
81
0,37
0,18 60-90
30,00
101
0,30
0,19 60-90
30,00
140
0,21
0,20 60-90
30,00
92
0,33 90-120
30,00
116
0,26
0,19 78-90
12,00
40
0,30 90-120
30,00
160,00
0,19
0,32
90-115
25,00
74,00
0,34
0,49
90-115
25,00
137,00
0,18
0,35
75-115
40,00
124,00
0,32
0,43
90-115
25,00
94,00
0,27
0,48
90-115
25,00
77,00
0,32
0,51
90-115
25,00
81,00
0,31

120-150

chainage meters
114-136

minutes m/min

22,00

94

124-150
78-136

26
58

59
189

0,23
0,44
0,31

120-136
115-150

16,00

41

0,39

35

105

0,33

120-136
114-125
114-136

16,00
11,00
22,00

38
43
96

0,42
0,26
0,23

120-136

16,00

38

0,42

Table 4 - Rate of penetration for Wassara drilling within CT5-North (sections 150-220m)
Wassara drilling
150-180

chainage meters
01-n
02-n
03-n
04-n
05-n
06-n
07-n
08-n
09-n
10-n
11-n
12-n
13-n
14-n
15-n
16-n
17-n
18-n

151-160

9,00

180-220

minutes m/min

19

chainage meters

180-220

40

121

0,33

187-220

33

108

0,31

42,00

145,00

0,29

0,47 178-220

42

minutes m/min
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Table 5 - Rate of penetration of Mudmotor drilling within CT5- North
Mudmotor drilling
60-90
chainage meters minutes m/min
01-n
02-n
03-n
04-n
05-n
06-n
07-n
08-n
09-n
10-n
11-n
12-n
13-n
14-n
15-n
16-n
17-n
18-n

5.2

90-120

chainage meters
90-114

90-124
60-78

18,00

427,00

0,04

60-90

30,00

336

0,09

24
34,00

120-150

minutes m/min
562
734,00

0,04
0,05
120-136

90-115
90-120
90-114
90-114

25,00
30
24
24

830,00
981,00
531,00

60-78
60-90
60-90
30-75
60-90
60-90
60-90

18,00
30,00
30,00
45,00
30,00
30,00
30,00

175,00
540,00
661,00
737,00
407,00
493,00
428,00

615,00

150-180

chainage meters minutes m/min chainage meters
112-136
24 499,00
0,05

16

175,00

150-180

30

218

0,14

150-187

37

515

0,07

18,00

104

0,17

0,09

0,04
0,04
0,02 125-136
0,05
120-151
0,10
0,06
0,05
0,06
0,07
0,06
0,07

minutes m/min

11

126

0,09

31,00

414

0,07 160-178

Deviation

As it was described in previous chapter, every drilling brings the risk of
deviation. Therefore, proper steering method, together with survey system must
be used. Within Lya Zone pre-treatment the risk of deviation was prioritised due
to requirements for the grout sealing area.
The used MWD tools were described in the previous chapter. The
measurements were taken by the use of Paratrack System with the patent of
Micon Drilling Company. They were performed in 6meters long intervals.
Professional survey interpretation by experienced drill operator was needed due
to the fact that measurements were taken in non-magnetic collar section, which
is located about 6.5 meters far from the drill bit face. Therefore, survey
interpretation required some assumption of the tool face location.
Reports  named  ““Standard  Survey  Reports””  were  prepared  by  Micon operator.
An example of such report is shown in the Appendix 2 They include measured
intervals in each 6 meter of drilled depth. Inclination and azimuth of the
boreholes were given in °, and declination and deviation were measured in
meters. For the purpose of this research, elevation and horizontal (right)
deviation measurements were taken into account.
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Chapter 6

6 Analysis and discussion
The results of this research were divided into two subgroups: drilling time
results and deviation results. They are presented in graphic form, which
provides a clear and understandable approach, leading to the conclusion of this
research.
6.1

Comparison of drilling time

According to the drilling time, the result is presented in two different ways. One
approach aims on comparing rate of penetration within specified drilled depth
for both technologies: Mudmotor and Wassara Hammer. As it was mentioned
before, rate of performance is a value given in meters per minute and describes
the speed of drilling progress. All boreholes were divided into 6 sections
(described in previous chapter).

Figure 6-1 – The charts are presenting the rate of penetration of Wassara Hammer and
Mudmotor within CT 5 North (A. drilling from 0 to 60m depth, B. drilling from 60 to 90m depth,
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drilling from 90 to 120m depth, D. drilling from 120 to 150m depth, E. drilling from 150 to 180m
depth and F. drilling from 180 to 220m depth)

In Figure 6-1 above, charts with the rate of performance values assigned to
each borehole and section of the drilled depth within CT 5 North are presented.
Within first drilling step a high rate of performance of Wassara Hammer drilling
can be observed, see Figure 6-1 A. The average value equals 0.28 m/min
within first 60 meters of drilled depth. Next drilling step brings better
performance: Wassara Hammer with 0.32 m/min and Mudmotor 0.07 m/min.
Drilling between 90th and 120th meter gives average values: 0.27 m/min and
0.05 m/min respectively. From 120 till 150m drilling was performed with average
rate of performance for Wassara Hammer with 0.34 m/min and for Mudmotor
0.08 m/min. Next, the average value equals 0.47m/min for Wassara and
0.13m/min for Mudmotor between 150th and 180th m. The last section from 180
to 122m was drilled with rate of penetration 0.31m/min by Wassara Hammer.
At first section (0-60m) rate of performance is much higher for boreholes within
complementary fan (numbers 13-18). It brings assumptions, that such fast
performance was possible due to less amount of water outflow. Complementary
fan boreholes were drilled as last ones in order to assure the efficiency of
previous boreholes- less quantities of discharge water.
In other sections the rate of penetration of Wassara Hammer varies apart from
the drilled depth and there can be many possible interferences. The rate of
penetration of Mudmotor and Wassara differs in obvious way. Total average of
the rate of performance of Wassara drilling equals 1,21 m/min and for
Mudmotor- 0,32m/min. It means that Wassara rate of performance is almost 4
times higher than the one of Mudmotor.
Second approach of the drilling time comparison aims on presenting drilling
performance within each borehole. It is done in a chart form where each drilled
meter is assigned to the specified drilling time. All charts are places in appendix
chapter and below are presented only two examples.
As the example of GH03 drilling shown in Figure 6-2 indicates, in the middle
part of the drilling, operation drilling time increases significantly within small
path advancing at the same time. According to the data summarized in Table 5,
within this borehole Mudmotor drilling is performed from 90.0 to 124.0m. From 0
to 90.0 and 124.0 up to 220.0 took place Wassara Hammer drilling and a slight
increase of the time values within long path drilling can be observed.
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Figure 6-2 - Drilling time curve GH03-N

Figure 6-3 - Drilling time curve GH16-N

Above, in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, division on Mudmotor and Wassara drilling
is visible, so as it is for each borehole drilled within CT5- North. The charts
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presenting drilling performance within each borehole are included in Appendix
7, 8 and 9.
6.2

Comparison of deviation

According to the deviation of the boreholes, two different approaches of the
research are presented, similar to these used in drilling time comparison part.
First approach of deviation comparison is to show deviation values of all
boreholes within 5 specified drilled depths. First two investigated depths (60th
and 90th m) were chosen to present location of borehole before Mudmotor
application. The other three depths (115th, 136th and 220th m) correspond to the
ending point of the boreholes drilled within complementary (115m long), primary
and secondary fans (136 and 220m long). The result is shown in the charts
below.

Figure 6-4 Deviation of all boreholes within CT 5 North at depth of 60m

As it is shown in Figure 6-4 within first 60 meters of the drilled path insignificant
deviation may be observed. There is no tendency of the direction of deviation.
The borehole no 18 deviated the most, at 60 th meter its horizontal deviation
reached 1.0m to the left, meanwhile vertically it deviated down to 1.2m. (it gives
2.0 % deviation rate). The average value of deviation equals 0.44 m horizontally
and 0.58 m vertically (0.78% and 0.96% deviation respectively).
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Figure 6-5 Deviation of all boreholes within CT 5 North at depth of 90m

At 90m (Figure 6-5) significant deviation to the left side is presented with the
most deviated point at 1.63 m. The average value of deviation equals 0.69m
horizontally and 0.76m vertically (0.76% and 0.84% deviation respectively). This
tendency is continued within further sections: at 115th, 136th and 220th meter,
shown in Figure 6-6. The average value of deviation: at 115th meter equals
1.19m (1.03%) horizontally and 0.79m (0.68%) vertically; at 136th meter equals
1.38m (1.01%) horizontally and 0.57m (0.43%) vertically; and at 220th meter it
reaches 1.43m (0.65%) horizontally and 0.98m (0.45%) vertically. Starting from
115 meters, consistent decrease in the horizontal and vertical deviation values
may be observed. However, the correction of the horizontal deviation was more
significant than the vertical one.
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Figure 6-6 Deviation of all boreholes within CT 5 North at depth of 136, 115 and 220m

At the ending point of the boreholes, the biggest deviation was horizontal,
experienced within the boreholes with numbers: GH01 (-3.0m), GH05 (2.30m),
GH09 (-1.76m) and GH07 (-1.63m) which are not located within same side of
the patter. Hence, the location of the borehole within grouting pattern does not
influence the deviation. However, such significant tendency of deviation towards
left side within all boreholes may indicate the presence of some rock masses
laying across these sections and affecting directly the drill bit trajectory or the
influence of the drilling, e.g. rotation of the drill bit.
Another approach of the comparison of the deviation aims showing exact path
of each borehole. Two different sketches were prepared to present top view of
the borehole and the view from the side. An example of drilled path of the
boreholes within primary fan is shown in Figure 6-7. There were chosen only
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these boreholes were Mudmotor drilling was performed twice within whole
drilled path, therefore, they constitute a good example for present the influence
of the steering process.

Figure 6-7 Boreholes' deviation- GH03, GH07 and GH11

Three boreholes shown in Figure 6-7 had a tendency of deviating up and to the
left within first 90 meters of their length. After Mudmotor application, they were
steered back towards desired path after 120th meter. However, as it is shown
with the example of the borehole GH07-N, second application of Mudmotor
drilling did not bring good steering results. Despite of 30meters long steering
operation  distance,  it  was  not  managed  to  change  the  borehole’s  trajectory.
Separately, an example of the borehole GH11-N is shown in Figure 6-8. The
red line points the hypothetical path non-steered borehole. Thus, it indicates
efficiency of the steering method. Moreover, it shows another important issue:
the borehole is not drilled towards right path during Mudmotor application. This
method rotates the drill bit towards correct direction and then it is followed by
the Wassara Hammer drilling.

Figure 6-8 GH11-N hypothetical path of the non-steered borehole (highlighted in red)
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An overall view of all boreholes performance shows tendency of majority of the
boreholes to deviate towards left. It confirms results of the previous part of the
research, proofing the presence of common factor influencing all boreholes.
However, there were the boreholes, which deviate towards different directions
than other boreholes. The wrong measurement interpretation followed by the
wrong steering settings might have been the reason of that. The direction of
deviation in elevation differs, but certain correction of drilling path after drilling
with Mudmotor may be observed.
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Chapter 7

7 Conclusion
The Hallandsås Project concerning the construction of two parallel tunnels, is
located within very challenging, in a geological manner, area. During excavation
works within the East Tunnel, the grouting works were needed in order to seal
highly water bearing rock masses within Lya Zone. Therefore, special pretreatment was design instead of time consuming grouting from the face of the
TBM. This thesis concerns the investigation of two rock drilling methods used
during pre-treatment works of the Lya Zone in the Hallandsås Project. The
research data was collected during the works within Cross Tunnel 5- towards
North. The comparison of Wassara Hammer and Mudmotor methods was
based on two parameters: drilling time and deviation of the boreholes.
The drilling time comparison conducted in two different approaches brings the
following results:






According to the drilled depth, no significant changes of the rate of
performance were observed during Wassara Hammer drilling; the rate of
performance is not dependent on the length of the borehole;
Mudmotor drilling performance speed increased slightly while drilling
progress, from the average of 0.05 m/min between 60th and 90th meter
up to 0.13 m/min between 150th and 180th meters;
The significant increase of the performance speed was observed while
comparing drilling progress within each borehole. In all cases, Wassara
Hammer drilling was performed with almost 4 times higher speed than
during Mudmotor application.

The comparison of the deviation of the boreholes results in the conclusion:



Certain correction of the deviation was observed after application of
Mudmotor, more significant one was observed vertically;
No tendency of the direction of vertical deviation was observed, while the
majority of boreholes deviated to the left, which indicates possible
influence of fructured rock masses.

This study confirms the validity of the use of Wassara Hammer and Mudmotor
together within the Lya Zone pre-treatment. Combination of Wassara and
Mudmotor drilling was feasible in this project, resulting in a good drilling
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performance with a deviation fulfilling the design criteria set by the grouting
operation.
Wassara Hammer as a rock drilling method of a high rate of performance may
be used in mining industry, when checking ores has to be performed in a quick
way. On another hand, Mudmotor drilling can be used in oil industry when the
drilled holes might be steered to hardly reachable oil deposits.
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8 Appendix
8.1

Appendix 1 - Water outflow from grouting holes report, example
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8.2

Appendix 2 - Measurement Survey with deviation rates- GH05, CT6-S
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8.3

Appendix 3 – Grouting report- example

8.4

Appendix 4 - Drilling pattern- CT6 South, placed from the top: Drilling
pattern- concrete rings’   sections,   West   tunnel   overview,   rock  
recognition and water outflow quantities
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8.5

Appendix 5 – Drilling pattern- CT6 North placed from the top: Drilling
pattern- concrete rings’   sections,   West   tunnel   overview,   rock  
recognition and water outflow quantities

8.6

Appendix 6 - CT6 South, placed from the top: Drilling patternconcrete rings’  sections,  West  tunnel  overview,  rock  recognition and
water outflow quantities
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8.7

Appendix 7 – Drilling time curve for the borholes within primary fan
CT5-N
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8.8

Appendix 8 – Drilling time curve for the borholes within secondary
fan CT5-N
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8.9

Appendix 9 – Drilling time
complementary fan CT5-N
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